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In this book, PHP 5's co-creator and two leading PHP developers show you how to make the most of PHP 5's industrial-strength enhancements in any projectno matter how large or complex. Their unique insights and realistic examples illuminate PHP 5's new object model, powerful design patterns, improved XML Web services support, and much more. Whether you're creating web applications, extensions, packages, or shell scriptsor migrating PHP 4 codehere are high-powered solutions you won't find anywhere else.

Review PHP's syntax and master its object-oriented capabilitiesfrom properties and methods to polymorphism, interfaces, and reflection
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Network+ Exam Prep 2 (Exam Prep N10-003)Que, 2005
Attention Network+ Candidates: Stop spending valuable study time sorting through confusing study aids. Network + Exam Prep 2 is the ultimate self-study guide for the Network + exam. Featuring exercises, self-assessments, study strategies, exam tips and notes, this comprehensive guide will help you understand the concepts behind...
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The IDA Pro Book: The Unofficial Guide to the World's Most Popular DisassemblerNo Starch Press, 2008
No source code? No problem. With IDA Pro, you live  in a source code-optional world. IDA can automatically  analyze the millions of opcodes that make up an executable  and present you with a disassembly. But at that  point, your work is just beginning. With The IDA Pro Book,  you'll learn how to turn that mountain of mnemonics into...
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A First Course in Stochastic ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The teaching of appliedprobability needs a fresh approach. The fieldof applied probability has changedprofound ly in the past twenty years andyet the textbooks in use today do not fully reflect the changes. The development of computational methods has greatly contributed to a better understanding of the theory. It is my conviction that theory is...
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Agent-Based Hybrid Intelligent SystemsSpringer, 2004
Many complex problems, such as financial investment planning, involve many different components or sub-tasks, each of which requires different types of processing. To solve such complex problems, a great diversity of intelligent techniques, including traditional hard computing techniques (e.g., expert systems) and soft computing techniques (e.g.,...
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MySQL, Second EditionQue, 2003
In the second edition of MySQL Paul DuBois provides an updated, comprehensive guide to one of the most popular relational database systems.

          MySQL is the most popular open source database server in the world, with more than 2...
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Oracle Performance Tuning (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 1996

	The books in O'Reilly's Oracle series are authoritative -- they tell the whole story about complex topics, ranging from performance tuning to the use of packages in PL/SQL to new technologies like Power Objects. And they're independent; they're alternatives for readers who need to know how products and features really work....
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